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Abstract
There are few report about dual-core processor for small
server systems. We built three small server systems con-
tained dual-core processor,gave these systems the stress
of OLTP using benchmark program, and then measured
effciency of dual-core processors. In the small server
system, however, we did not obtain enough effeciency of
dual-core processor. Dual-core processor do not enough
work in small server system for OLTP.

1 Introduction
The rapid spread of the computer and the Internet has

increased the amount of information and data to man-
age. Also, Operating System (OS) and software has
been high-performance and required high performance
for computer. Computer has developed to manage much
information and data. The development of computer has
required high-performance microprocessors. Micropro-
cessor had developed quickly by improving clock fre-
quency and implementing superscalar. Superscalar is an
architecture that enables to execute more than one in-
struction in one clock cycle. Therefore, microproces-
sor can process information and data in a short time.
However, the improvement has been limited because the
number of execution on one clock cycle has been limited,
and because the increase of the amount of heat in micro-
processor on running program. A solution to these prob-
lems is multi (or dual) core microprocesssing. Multi-
core processor became popular gradually from server
machines to mobile machines.

Performance evaluation of multi-core processors is
done some field such as graphic processing, high-
performance computating and so on. However, it is
not often done for transactions using networks and
databases. In this research, we analyzed and compared
three dual-core processors using On-Line Transaction
Processing (OLTP). OLTP is a transaction that the plu-
ral terminal connected at Network require the process
for host computer, and host computer process data under
requirement of terminal and return the result to terminal.
The goal is to find out how efficient they were for server
system.

Section 2 contains information about experiment en-
vironment such as hardware, software, and benchmark

programs. Section 3 discusses result of experiment. Sec-
tion 4 presents the conclusion of this thesis.

2 Experiment Environment

2.1 Hardware Environment

Three small server systems were built and each sy-
sem was named S1, S2, and S3. S1 contained an Intel
Pentium-D processor running at 2.8 GHz with two 1 MB
L2 cache. S2 contained an Intel Pentium D processor
running at 3.0 Hz with two 2 MB L2. S3 contained AMD
Athlon 64x2 Dual Core Processors running at 2.0 GHz
with two 512 KB L2 cache. Memory type of S1 and S2
is DDR2. it of S3 is DDR. Memory size of each system
is 2.0 GB. Hard disk is RAID 0. Table 1 shows the de-
tails of each system.

Table 1: Hardware Environment

S1 S2 S3
CPU Intel AMD

Pentium D Athlon 64x2
CPU Model 820 930 3800+
Clock Freq 2.8GHz 3.0GHz 2.0GHz
L2 Cache 1MB × 2 2MB × 2 512KB × 2

Memory Type DDR2 DDR
Memory Size 2GB

Hard Disk SATA 7200rpm×2(striping)

2.2 Processor

Intel Pentium-D processor is the successor to the Intel
Pentium-4 processor. Intel Pentium-D has two indepen-
dent processing cores. Each processing core has one L2
cache.

AMD Athlon 64x2 is the successor to AMD Athlon
64. Athlon 64x2 Dual-Core Proocessor has two inde-
pendent core processors. Each processing core has L2
cache. The construct of the core processors is similar to
those of th Athlon 64 processor.
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2.3 Software Environment
We chose CentOS that is a Linux OS. Kernel ver-

sion is 2.6.15.4 that has Symmetric Multiple Processor
(SMP). SMP is multi processing architecture that the
plural processing core share the process on equal terms
with each core. Database is PostgreSQL version 8.2.0.
PostgresSQL is used at linux OS

Table 2 shows the software environment.

Table 2: Software Environment

OS CentOS ver 4.4(Kernel 2.6.15.4)
DBMS PostgreSQL ver 8.2.0

Benchmark OSDL dbt-2 ver 0.37
Other Software Oprofile ver0.9.2

2.4 OSDL Database Test2 (dbt-2)
OSDL dbt-2 is a benchmark program made by Open

Source Development Lab (OSDL). Dbt2 is based on
TPC-C specification. TPC-C is a benchmark program
made by Transaction Processing Performance Council
(TPC). TPC-C specifications were written on July 23,
1992. The goal of TPC-C was to measure and compare
performance and cost of server system, while the goal
of Dbt-2 was to understand and analyze the behavior of
Linux OS.

In TPC-C specifications, TPC-C simulated a whole-
sale supplier managing order. System configuration con-
sists of driver systems, client systems, and a database
server. Figure 1 show the system configuration. Its

Driver System

Client

DB Server

Figure 1: System Configuration

workload contains five type OLTP;New-Order, Payment,
Delivery, Order-status, Stock-Level. The response time
of 90% of each type of transaction except Stock-Level
types must be less than 5 seconds. The result of TPC-
C is New Order transaction per minute and price per
performance. Data was collected for steady state. The
scale of a wholesale supplier managing order simulated
depended on the number of Warehouses (W). All data
is collected in steady state. Steady state is where the
throughput of New Order transactions become constant
[3].

The behavior of OSDL-dbt2 and TPC-C is similar be-
cause these two benchmark programs are based on same
specifications. However, the result of these two pro-
grams should not be compared due to the difference of
the standards of specification [2].

When dbt2 was executed, we give dbt-2 a number of
scale factors (W), duration time (D) to measure data, and
a number of connections (C) for database from client
systems.

Table 3 and Table 4 shows data base table size rate for

Table 3: Amount of table for W

table name
Warehouse W
New-Order W×5000

Order W×30000+
Order-Line W×300000+
Customer W×30000
History W×30000+
District W×10

hline Stock W×100000
Item W×100000

2.5 Oprofile
Oprofile is a system-analyzing tool for Linux OS.

Oprofile was released under the GNU GPL. Oprofile
contains a kernel driver and daemon for collecting data.
Oprofile can collect data from hardware performance
counters (or performance monitoring) of the CPU. All
codes running on the Linux system is analyzed: hard-
ware and software interrupt handlers, kernel modules,
the kernel, shared libraries, and application [4].

Performance counter is in the microprocessor. Per-
formance counter is difference by type of microproces-
sor. Of course, events collected performance counter is
difference. The Intel Pentium-D processor provides 8
counters for event measurement and the AMD Athlon
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Table 4: DB size for W

Number of W Data Size
1 264 MB
5 681 MB
10 1.2 GB
15 1.7 GB
20 2.2 GB
25 2.7 GB
30 3.3 GB
35 3.8 GB
40 4.3 GB
45 4.8 GB
50 5.3 GB

64x2 processor provide 4 counters for event measure-
ment [5] [6].

3 Experiment Result

Section 3.1 shows CPU utilization for running dbt-2.
Section 3.2 shows the Input and output rate for disk ac-
cess. section 3.3 shows the miss rate. .

3.1 Scalability

When dbt-2 was executed, each parameter is C=20
and D=900. When 300 seconds have passed, through-
put of new order becomes steady state, then we collect
the data. For one W, we run this benchmark program
five times and the average data is caliculated. OSDL-
dbt2 does not require the condition that the response time
of each transaction is less than 5 seconds. However, to
know how much each system processes OLTP, first, this
conditionis used to, increase the scale factor W of dbt-
2 and the response time is measured for each transac-
tion. The result shows that on each system, W=30 are the
max W satisfying the response time condition defined by
TPC-C. This result also shows that there is no difference
of performance for each system and microprocessor of
each system has more time to process. Moreover, we
analyze utilization of microprocessor. Table 5 show uti-
lization of microprocessor for each system.

The idle and wait time takes more than 90 % of execu-
tion time. The rate user and system such as OS is 5-6%.
Then utility of CPU process is very low running dbt2
run. In this research, combination of each system and
dbt-2 is obviously IO bound. Disk access cause delay of
the response time.

Table 5: Breakdown of CPU utilization at W=30

CPU Mode S1 S2 S3
system 4.0 4.0 3.1
user 2.0 2.0 2.0
idle 48.7 46.5 52.4
wait 45.0 47.5 42.5

3.2 Input and Output rate for Disk Access
We measured the rate of I/O transfer and Figure 1

show the rate of I/O for W. The number of y ray is sum
of read access and write access. Generally, read access
is 13 percent of writing access. Figure 2 shows that at
W=30, the state of disk access do not reach saturation.
However, disk access stress response time for each trans-
action and each system do not satisfy the condition (less
than 5 seconds) of TPC-C

Figure 2: Change of Disk Data Transfer

3.3 Comparing execution mode
To analyze microprocessor execution mode running

OSDL dbt-2 on each system, we measured the data of
events about retired instruction and computation time
about CPU from performance counters using Oprofile.
The value of dbt-2 scale factor is 30 which satisfy the
condition of response time. Figure 3 show clock-cycle
per one instruction (CPI) for each system. CPI for each
system is divided into three parts; postgresSQL(psql),
kernel and module related to disk I/O(OS), the other
(misc). On psql, XLogInsert update database tables and
logs, On OS, timer (delay pmtmr) and disk access (li-
bata) account for top. We compared CPI of S1 and S2,
the rate of psql, OS, misc is same, However, CPI of S2
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is a little more than S1s. The cause may be that relative
velocity of access for memory and disk is slower than S1
because S2 clock freq is a little faster than S1.

CPI =
CpmputationTimeEvent

RetiredInstruction

Figure 3: CPI

3.4 Miss Rate
Next, using Oprofile, we collect data of event about L2

cache miss, miss branch prediction, and ITLB miss. we
measured the miss rate of these for each system (Table
6). The miss rate was calculated by fellow formula.

missrate =
EachMissEvent

RetiredInstruction

L2 Cache miss rate is the monotonous increase func-
tion for L2 cache size of each system. Also the miss
rate of Branch prediction and ITLB at S1 and S2 using
Pentium D is almost same value, but, in the S3 using
AMD Athlon, Branch prediction miss rate was higher,
and ITLB miss rate was lower than S1 and S2.

Table 6: Miss rate per one instruction (%)

Miss Type S1 S2 S3
L2 Cache 0.347 0.205 0.475

Branch Miss Pred 0.746 0.732 1.139
ITLB Miss 0.102 0.103 0.062

4 Conclusion
We analyzed and compared behavior of three dual

core processors for OLTP on different server systems.

Performance of processor itself was high, but on small
server systems in this research, we did not obtain enough
performance of dual core processors because the disk
systems were weak for dual core processors. Especially,
in this experiment using OLTP that updated the database
frequently, writing access to update log for database is
the cause of the bottleneck on the performance. In other
words, we can obtain more performance of dual core
processor that executing small OLTP that do not make
disk system saturation, and CPU bounded application
that has much calculation at the same time. Also us-
ing performance of dual core processor, we were able to
compress the data of the update log. We will examinee
these possibilities as a future work .
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